






➢ Connect directly with hard-to-reach influencers & decision makers within the transport and 
mobility community 

➢ Network with some of the best engineers, researchers and specialists in this field. 
➢ Enhance your credibility, expand your loyalty, and build opportunities with new and existing 

clients. 
➢ Lead Generation - Develop a database of new contact within our community so you can collect 

data and gain insights 
➢ Reinforce and strengthen your brand positioning within the transport and mobility 

community. 
➢ Generate new ideas and gather new insights from potential customers. 
➢ Alignment with innovative current- and next- generation thinkers 
➢ Capitalise on an ideal opportunity to inform and update delegates on new initiatives and 

developments in your own organisation
➢ An opportunity for your staff to connect face to face with our most influential attendees, 

bodies and organisations. 
➢ Network with researchers, policy makers and industry professionals so you can demonstrate 

(exhibit and demonstrate) your products and services 
➢ Meet talented candidates for employment and enhance your corporate citizenship 



Our vision is to create an extraordinary and 
dynamic exhibition arena that showcases 
ground-breaking solutions within the 
transport sector. We are thrilled to have 
secured this impressive space within the 
prestigious RDS Campus, offering an exceptional 
platform for over 130 exhibition stands and the 
flexibility to host vibrant demonstrations both 
indoors and outdoors. 

At TRA2024, we actively seek industry and academic 
partners who are eager to showcase their cutting-edge 
solutions in our interactive demonstrations area. These 
demonstrations will not only highlight remarkable 
technological and research advances but also provide a 
scintillating experience for our attendees. 

Our ultimate goal is to inspire and engage the audience, illustrating how 
we can bridge the gap between research and practical application in a truly 
captivating manner. 



The heart of our event lies in 
the main plenary session, 
where we can accommodate 
over 5,500 individuals. 

Additionally, the 
Simmonscourt Hall within the 
RDS Campus offers ample 
space for various side events, 
public lectures, and 
captivating installations that 
will stimulate and inspire our 
attendees. 

We have one of the largest 
outdoor demo areas of all 
TRAs with a capacity of 22,000 
sq. m. within the 
Simmonscourt campus itself. 
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Indoor Demo Area
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Outdoor Demo Area



The RDS Campus boasts 
the capacity to host three 
of our technical sessions, 
accommodating over 
1,000 attendees each, and 
will host more than 10 
parallel sessions as part of 
the TRA programme. 

We’ll have a dedicated 
Irish Pavilion and a 
presentation stage to 
host educational sessions 
during our lunch and 
refreshment breaks. 

ALICE stand  150 sq. m.

Presentation Stage

Poster within the Exhibition Arena

Irish Pavilion

Technical Sessions 

Strategic Sessions 
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Exhibition Layout – live link 

https://confpartners.events
air.com/tra-2024/master

Commercial Opportunities 
Colm O Grady 
TRA 2024 Commercial Manager
Email TRA2024@conferencepartners.ie
Mobile  +  353 (0) 87 2233 477

Irish Village 

TRA 2024 Exhibition

https://confpartners.eventsair.com/tra-2024/master
https://confpartners.eventsair.com/tra-2024/master
mailto:TRA2024@conferencepartners.ie


Commercial Opportunities 
Colm O Grady 
TRA 2024 Commercial Manager
Email TRA2024@conferencepartners.ie
Mobile  +  353 (0) 87 2233 477

Download the TRA 
2024 Partnership 

Packages Now

mailto:TRA2024@conferencepartners.ie
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